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ABSTRACT
The intermittency between laminar and turbulent flow

regions has been a topic of interest for decades. Detect-
ing the complex interface between irrotational laminar and
rotational turbulent fluid and understanding the physical
processes occurring at the interface have achieved large
progress thanks to advances in spatio-temporal resolved nu-
merical and experimental techniques. However, with re-
spect to turbulence statistics, the intermittent feature has
been almost completely neglected and statistical averaged
quantities were obtained by averaging over rotational and
irrotational flow regions. Exclusively, Jiḿenezet al. (2010)
studied mean quantities conditioned to the turbulent/non-
turbulent interface (TNTI). Based on this, they found the
rotational flow state to feature a tangential Reynolds stress
〈uw〉 > 0 in the outer region of the boundary layer. This
contradicts the common assumption that this quantity is
negative everywhere in the flow. On the basis of these re-
sults, this work examines the effect of the two distinct flow
states on the statistics of a high Reynolds number turbulent
boundary layer measured with PIV. In particular, the impact
of intermittency on fluctuating velocities and higher order
statistics is discussed.

INTRODUCTION
The intermittent nature of a free shear flow was first

revealed in the 1940s. Using hot-wire anemometry, Corrsin
(1943) visualized the bimodal properties of the flow by plot-
ting the temporal evolution of streamwise velocity at a fixed
wall-normal location. While the signal showed strong tur-
bulent fluctuations for some time periods, an almost con-
stant velocity was observed for others. Based on these find-
ings, further studies were conducted with respect to wall-
bounded flows and similar temporal state changes were
found (Corrsin & Kistler, 1955; Klebanoff, 1955). This re-
sulted in the first schematic image of a turbulent boundary
layer with its highly complex folded interface as we know
it today.

With the aim to reveal further details of the motions
inside a turbulent boundary layer, Kovasznayet al. (1970)
performed zonal sampling and averaging. By analyzing hot-
wire signals and choosing an appropriate threshold that as-
sociates smaller fluctuations with noise, they classified the
flow as turbulent or non-turbulent, respectively. Based on
this classification, zonal averages were calculated, which
were subsequently used to decompose the total velocity.

This promising technique was later applied in further stud-
ies (Antonia, 1972; Hedley & Keffer, 1974), but its applica-
tion so far remained limited to single-point measurements.

In order to study the effect of intermittency on turbu-
lent statistics, Jiḿenezet al. (2010) analyzed conditional
statistics using DNS of a turbulent boundary layer atReθ =
1550. Using a vorticity magnitude criteria, they divided the
flow into turbulent and non-turbulent regions and calculated
the mean streamwise velocity and the Reynolds stresses for
each flow state separately. By this means, a positive tangen-
tial Reynolds stress was found in the outer turbulent region
of the boundary layer.

Kwon et al. (2016) proposed an interface height based
decomposition to evaluate the effect of the intermittency on
the outer scales in a turbulent boundary layer. A compar-
ison of fluctuation fields in conjunction with the instanta-
neous TNTI revealed that the traditional Reynolds decom-
position causes strong positive fluctuations in the potential
flow regime. On the other hand, fluctuating velocities close
to zero were found in the laminar region under the interface
height based decomposition. In addition, a comparison of
statistically averaged quantities showed that the outer scales
are significantly biased as a result.

Since the decomposition technique by Kwonet al.
(2016) is only applicable in flows where the variation
in Reynolds number in streamwise direction is negligibly
small, this study analyzes the application of the zonal de-
composition by Kovasznayet al. (1970) to make a statistical
analysis of the intermittent properties possible. Therefore,
large-scale PIV measurements were performed to resolve
the evolution of a zero-pressure gradient turbulent bound-
ary layer at a high Reynolds number over multiple boundary
layer thicknesses in streamwise direction.

MEASUREMENT
Measurements were conducted in the atmospheric

wind tunnel at the Bundeswehr University in Munich
(AWM). The Eiffel type tunnel has a 22 m-long test section
and a 1.85 m× 1.85 m cross section. Freestream velocities
of up to 40 m/s can be obtained in the facility. The bound-
ary layer of interest develops along the side wall of the test
section, where a model is installed with the intent to inves-
tigate turbulent boundary layers subjected to strong adverse
pressure gradients (Novaraet al., 2016; Reuther & K̈ahler,
2018). For simplification reasons, this work solely focuses
on the flat plate region. Statistic pressure measurements
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Figure 1: Schematic of the boundary layer model and the experimentalsetup (top view). Red rectangles indicate
single fields of view (FOVs).

conducted over the model reveal a vanishing pressure gra-
dient at the location of the field of view (FOV). The statis-
tics compare well with other facilities at similar Reynolds
numbers. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the boundary layer
experiment and the experimental setup. Here, the coordi-
nate systemsx, y, andz refer to the streamwise, spanwise,
and wall-normal directions withU , V , andW describing the
related velocity components.

Large-scale two-component PIV was performed to re-
solve the full boundary layer in the zero-pressure gradi-
ent region at a friction Reynolds number ofReτ ≈ 9,300.
This corresponds to an inflow velocity of 23 m/s. Due to
the contraction the freestream velocity at the model is ap-
proximately 28 m/s. To observe the particle displacement
three sCMOS cameras (image sensor size: 2560× 2160 px)
equipped with 50 mm Zeiss lenses were installed on top of
the tunnel, resulting in an FOV of 0.8 m× 0.24 m. Illumina-
tion of the tracer particles was realized by means of a Spec-
tra Physics Quanta-Ray PIV 400 laser. The polished flat
aluminum plate was illuminated tangentially to avoid unde-
sirable diffuse reflections at the wall (Kähleret al., 2006).

To obtain converged statistical averaged quantities,
15,000 double-frame images were recorded. Single large-
scale PIV recordings were evaluated using iterative multi-
pass window-correlation approaches with image deforma-
tion (Raffelet al., 2018). Here, final interrogation window
sizes of 16× 16 px were applied with an overlap of 50 %.

TNTI DETECTION
In order to segment the irrotational from the rotational

fluid and to apply the decomposition by Kovasznayet al.
(1970), the instantaneous interface needs to be detected
first. Identifying the highly curved TNTI experimentally
or numerically is challenging. Turbulence is characterized
by its unsteadiness in space and time and by its vorticity
and diffusivity. Therefore, vorticity based criteria were the
preferred method for interface detection in the past. How-
ever, if the spatial resolution is restricted by experimental
limitations (e.g. camera sensor size), the vorticity magni-
tude is not sufficiently resolved, which in turn prevents an
accurate detection of the TNTI. Therefore, Chauhanet al.
(2014) introduced a method based on the magnitude of the
turbulent kinetic energy in the frame of reference moving
with the local freestream velocity. Thus, regions featuring
a streamwise velocity close to theU∞ were considered as
non-turbulent. Besides the fact that estimating the turbulent
kinetic energy is not that simple, this technique prevents the
detection of turbulent bulges exhibiting a streamwise veloc-
ity of close toU∞. Furthermore, laminar flow regions whose
velocity does not matchU∞ are considered as turbulent flow
regions although they do not exhibit the characteristic tur-
bulent properties mentioned before.

To overcome those drawbacks, Reuther & Kähler
(2018) have developed TNTI detection criteria that are ap-
plicable to velocity fields featuring a lower spatial resolu-
tion and higher uncertainty as known from DNS. A pas-
sive scalar method based on the particle image density was
found to be the most accurate and robust method to resolve
small scales. In addition, the approach is not biased by po-
tential flow fluctuations as it solely resolves the turbulent
flow field. For this reason, however, it is not suitable for
a joint turbulent and potential flow analysis as intended in
this study. Therefore, the homogeneity criterion introduced
in Reuther & K̈ahler (2018) is best suited to distinguish be-
tween turbulent and non-turbulent flow regions. In contrast
to prior TNTI detection approaches, this method resolves
the main characteristic of the non-turbulent flow. Deviations
from the real interface are relatively small and have only a
negligible effect on the statistical evaluation, although bias
errors occur due to spatial averaging.

VELOCITY PROFILES
Based on the subdivision of instantaneous velocity

fields into turbulent and non-turbulent flow regions by
means of applying the homogeneity criterion, conditioned
statistics with respect to each kind of the flow state were
obtained. Figure 2 presents mean velocity profiles for the
intermittent region of the boundary layer. From the results,
it is evident that the velocity increase in the outer region
with respect to the log-layer region coincides with the inter-
mittent region. This is due to the fact that the laminar flow
regions maintain their momentum to a large extend as visi-

Figure 2: Velocity profiles conditioned to the TNTI
scaled in inner units. Unconditioned average;
turbulent mean; non-turbulent mean. The dashed
line is log(z+)/0.395+ 4.1.
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Figure 3: Streamwise velocity fluctuations obtained when applying (a) the traditional Reynolds decomposition and
(b) the zonal decomposition. Black line indicates TNTI.

ble in the figure (blue circles). However, also the mean ve-
locity profile determined only on the turbulent parts of the
boundary layer lead to a strong deviation to the log-layer
slope. This implies that the laminar flow regions, entering
the turbulent boundary layer due to intermittency, transfer
their momentum into the turbulent regions. In effect the
turbulent bulges are accelerated due to the action of entrain-
ment of laminar high momentum fluid. Due to the momen-
tum transfer, potential flow regions are decelerated with in-
creasing wall proximity. This explains the slight slope of
the blue symbols in figure 2. This physical mechanism in
the outer region does not exist in the inner layer and this
causes a different scaling of the two regions, which is well
known as inner and outer scaling.

These observations agree well with DNS data atReθ ≈
1550 presented by Jiḿenezet al. (2010), which indicates
that the applied TNTI detection approach allows for an ad-
equate conditioned statistical analysis. However, it should
be noted that the uncertainty in the innermost intermittent
region for the non-turbulent average and in the outermost
intermittent region for the turbulent mean, respectively, in-
creases due to the decreasing frequency of occurrence and
the limited number of recorded images.

TURBULENCE INTENSITIES
While the uncertainty of velocity estimations is solely

linked to the measurement and PIV evaluation uncertain-
ties, the uncertainty of turbulence intensity determination is
additionally dependent on the way of decomposing the to-
tal velocity into a mean and a fluctuating component and
the convergence of the mean quantities. The traditional
Reynolds decomposition approach is widely accepted for
higher order statistics. However, Kwonet al. (2016) demon-
strated the deficiencies of this approach and proposed a
novel decomposition method based on the instantaneous in-
terface height as outlined before. Using this method, the in-
terface fluctuations are not considered as turbulence. Con-
sequently, turbulent fluctuations are not biased by the un-
steadiness of the laminar potential flow. However, a draw-

back of this approach is its limitation to a rather constant
Reynolds number flows. In other words, it is barely ap-
plicable to pressure gradient or non-stationary flows for in-
stance. Therefore, this work extends the Kovasznayet al.
(1970) zonal decomposition concept to 2-dimensional data.
Thus, the local total velocity was decomposed as follows

Ut(x,z) = Ūt(x,z)+ut(x,z)

Unt(x,z) = Ūnt(x,z)+unt(x,z)
(1)

Here, the indices ‘t’ and ‘nt’ refer to the kind of flow (‘t’
- turbulent; ‘nt’ - non-turbulent). To illustrate the effect
of the decomposition techniques, velocity fluctuation fields
are shown in figure 3 for both the traditional Reynolds de-
composition and the zonal decomposition. Here, the major
deficiency of the traditional Reynolds decomposition is ob-
vious. The potential flow regions are wrongly considered
as turbulent flow regions although they are laminar in na-
ture. In effect the turbulent fluctuations appear amplified
in the statistical representation, see figure 4. Furthermore,
the laminar fluctuations contribute in a PDF to the positive
fluctuations while the negative fluctuations are associated
with the real turbulent fluctuations as shown exemplary for
z/δ = 0.9 in figure 5.

Similar to the interface height based decomposition by
Kwon et al. (2016), interface fluctuations are not considered
as turbulence in case of the zonal decomposition as evident
in figure 3. Moreover, the turbulent fluctuating velocities
change according to the change in mean velocity illustrated
in figure 2. Due to the lower turbulent mean value, this re-
sults in a shift to more positive values.

Based on the traditional Reynolds decomposition and
the zonal decomposition, turbulence intensities were calcu-
lated. Figure 4 presents the unconditional and conditioned
mean quantities scaled in outer units for a better represen-
tation of the methods deviations. From the results, it is
evident that the irrotational fluid carries a large amount of
‘turbulent’ kinetic energy if the intermittent behavior is not
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Figure 4: Normal and shear stress intensities under the traditionalReynolds decomposition (top) and the zonal
decomposition (bottom). Unconditioned average; only turbulent; only non-turbulent.

accounted for during decomposition. This contradicts the
general understanding of the potential flow. On the con-
trary, when considering the unsteadiness by applying the
zonal decomposition, this non-turbulent large-scale energy
is removed. In addition, a decrease in turbulent streamwise
turbulence intensity is observed in the region where the in-
termittent feature is strong (0.7< z/δ < 1.2). With respect

Figure 5: Probability density function of turbulent
(solid lines) and non-turbulent (dashed lines) fluctuat-
ing velocities under the traditional Reynolds decom-
position (red) and zonal decomposition (blue).

to unconditional results, figure 4 indicates that the distribu-
tion is also losing its little bump in this region. This holds
for the streamwise but also for the shear turbulence inten-
sities. Finally, the shear turbulence intensity distribution
under the zonal decomposition reveals that the production
of turbulent energy−〈uw〉∂U/∂ z is equal to zero almost
everywhere in the potential flow while it is positive every-
where in the turbulent flow region. Which contradicts ob-
servations by Jiḿenezet al. (2010).

SUPERSTRUCTURES
Based on these findings, the effect of the averaging

concept on the size and shape of turbulent superstruc-
ture will be outlined next using a two-point correlation
approach. As discussed above, the traditional Reynolds
decomposition leads to artificial turbulent fluctuations in
the potential flow field, which are exclusively due to the
TNTI fluctuations. Consequently, the classical two-point
correlation approach will include these virtual ‘turbulent’
fluctuations. As a result, the two-point correlation map
of streamwise velocity fluctuations is biased in the outer
intermittent region. By means of applying their new
decomposition approach, Kwonet al. (2016) found that
the large-scale coherence extent is significantly smaller
in the outer region than previously thought (Hutchins &
Marusic, 2007; Lee & Sung, 2011). However, two crucial
points were neglected. First, with increasing wall distance
the probability that the correlation point is instantaneously
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Figure 6: Two-point correlation map of streamwise velocity fluctuations using the (a) classical and (b) modified
approach at a reference wall-normal position ofz/δ = 0.8. Contours are plotted for 0.15. Black line indicates
unconditional results while the gray lines present conditional results: light gray line (u>σ ), dark gray line (u<σ ).

located in the potential flow region rises. In that case,
a strong coherence with the potential flow neighboring
vectors is observed as the potential flow fluctuations are
quite homogeneous in magnitude and direction in contrast
to real turbulent fluctuations. Second, the correlation point
is generally correlated with the full FOV, although by
definition superstructures are only found in the turbulent
regime.

Therefore, this work applies a modified two-point
correlation approach where the correlation point is solely
correlated with the rotational fluid regions. Furthermore, it
verifies that the point of interest is located in the turbulent
regime. Otherwise the velocity field is excluded for
correlation purposes. Figure 6 shows results of the classical
and the modified two-point correlation approach. While
fluctuating velocities are obtained using the traditional
Reynolds decomposition in case of the classical approach,
the zonal decomposition is applied in case of the modified
one. As a result of the revisions, the superstructure extent
decreases substantially for correlation points in the outer
region. This is in good agreement with the results by
Kwon et al. (2016). Note, due to the smaller number of
samples associated with the specific selection process, the
correlation function shows a noisy nature in the outermost
region.

Finally, two-point correlations were conditioned to the
sign and magnitudes of streamwise velocity fluctuations
in order to exclusively consider strong events (Buchmann
et al., 2014). In other words, if the fluctuating velocity at
a time stept exceeds the local standard deviationσ at the
reference position, the fluctuation field is considered. If
not, the time step is excluded from two-point correlation.
By this means, it is found that structures featuring strong
positive streamwise fluctuating velocities exhibit only half
the size of those featuring strong negative streamwise
fluctuating velocities.

CONCLUSIONS
The analysis illustrates the strong effect of the aver-

aging procedure applied in the intermittent flow region on
the statistical and structural features of turbulent boundary
layers. As a result, following crucial points should be con-
sidered when analyzing turbulent flows where the intermit-
tency plays a dominant rule:

• Due to the unsteadiness of the TNTI, the traditional
Reynolds decomposition causes strong fluctuations in
the potential flow region. Hence, it is not recom-
mended to apply this technique in the intermittent re-
gion.

• If the interface height based decomposition by Kwon
et al. (2016) is not applicable, the zonal decomposition
concept by Kovasznayet al. (1970) allows an adequate
representation of the potential flow fluctuations.

• A conditional statistical analysis, which considers the
two distinct flow states separately, allows to analyze
the performance of the decomposition technique ap-
plied. Moreover, it contributes to the understanding of
the dynamics of turbulent flows.

• For an accurate large-scale coherence analysis using
two-point correlations, a decomposition method is of
great importance, which ensures that the potential flow
region does not exhibit any fluctuations due to the
TNTI variations. In addition, a method that exclu-
sively correlates the reference point with the turbulent
regime, where the superstructures are found by defini-
tion, is recommended for proper length scale analysis.
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